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towards the expenses of the war. From Austria he
demanded a guarantee of the treaty of Breslau, in return
for which he agreed to recognise Francis as
,-,	t*	i	/->i    .	Peace of
Emperor.     Peace was signed on Christmas Dresden,
Day, and the King of Prussia, returning home ^ceraber
to the country which he had saved from im-
minent peril, was hailed by universal  acclamation as
Frederick the Great.
The peace of Dresden restored tranquillity to the
Empire, but the European war was protracted for nearly
three years longer. The French won battles ^
-t        i    r    j.	•       t      -xt    t      t       -i         i m     Remainder
and took fortresses in the Netherlands, while ofthe Aus-
the Austrians got the  upper hand  of their cSon'war.
enemies in  Italy.     In the  summer of  1745
Prince Charles Edward Stuart, son  of the Pretender,
landed in Scotland, and raised a rebellion which shook
the throne of George II. to its foundation.    The rebellion
was, however, suppressed in the following year, and from
that time forth the House of Hanover was freed from all
danger from the partisans of the exiled family.
The war was at length brought to an end by the ex-
haustion of the -belligerents.     The   Peace of  Aix-la-
Chapelle restored the state of affairs that had peace of
subsisted at the death of Charles VI. with only A^;la<££ol
one exception of importance.    That exception ber 1748.
was Silesia, which, in spite of the opposition of Austria,
was formally guaranteed to Prussia.    France gave up her
conquests in the Netherlands, and received back Cape
Breton in North America, which had been taken by the
English.    Parma, Piacenza, and Guastalla were erected
into a principality in favour of Don Philip,  the third
son of the King of Spain, and certain cessions of territory
that Austria had made to Sardinia were confirmed.    The
questions that had occasioned the war between England
and Spain were quietly dropped.

